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I do believe that you have to pursue getting the context of this message before the public. Promises of balance
and objectivity disappeared. I do hope you've got a good explanation, or I may be spreading this very
disturbing news far and wide. Winslow think that the audiences of Michael Moore's films so small they can be
ignored? Really odd. Their ratings in the D. My behavior was wrong and inexcusable, and I accept full
responsibility. The board then hired Donald Quayle to be the first president of NPR with 30 employees and 90
charter member local stations, and studios in Washington, D. At a meeting in the fall between Nixon, Frank
Pace, Jr. In , it set aside channels for such purposes. With room for up to 90 employees, it was established to
expand its production capabilities, improve its coverage of the western United States , and create a backup
production facility capable of keeping NPR on the air in the event of a catastrophe in Washington, D. Of
course it is, and everyone knows it. NPR stations reach  And most of all, boredom. What exactly does the
"Public" in PBS mean anymore? This censorship is the mirror image of what went on during the McCarthy
era. I do admit to being an old in my 80's white lady who grew up back when June Cleaver was the model, not
that daring reporter Martha Raddatz of whom I've long said, "If Martha said it, it must be true. Reagan, Bush,
Sr. Must we live in this endless fantasyland of Washington insiders? The author would also like to thank his
intern Maiya Clark for her invaluable help and insights. Thus, it becomes very difficult for PBS to develop
programs which respect opinions contrary to those interests. But Friendly stood behind Westin. He alleges that
the parameters of debate on a given topic are very consciously curtailed. For more information about NPR,
including their contact information, please visit their web site at npr. The solution is to allow the whole
package to go off public support and over to charitable foundations, corporations and individuals. Not once
did I see an acknowledgement of "we can do better" about a specific issue. However in the area of expression,
the courts have emphasized the need for balance. Would that there was some other viable funding method for
public media? In a nutshell: with the exception of the working-class victims of the establishment interviewed
by PBS journalists, about  Another inheritance - the one that forces CPB to parade Big Bird in times of trouble
- was the penchant for liberal public affairs programming that the Ford Foundation had instilled into NET.
Member stations are required to be non-commercial or non-commercial educational radio stations; have at
least five full-time professional employees; operate for at least 18 hours per day; and not be designed solely to
further a religious broadcasting philosophy or be used for classroom distance learning programming. Pace
agrees with this and appreciates the additional support that will be forthcoming for CPB. NPR will use the
interest from the bequest to expand its news staff and reduce some member stations' fees. That would only,
however, raise questions for conservatives about whether educational programming is being used as
surreptitious political indoctrination of the young. When PBS announced on Sept. I don't think there's any way
to get away from these facts. There is also an inherent contradiction in government funding media, when the
media is supposed to keep government in check. Unless you have been on Mars for the past week, you
probably know as much about this as you want to, and I don't intend to get into it. Corporate sponsorships are
already working and could bring even more funds. Introduction On the morning of June 2, , one day after
President Trump had announced that he would pull the United States out of the Paris Agreement on climate
change, National Public Radio informed its listening audience that the U.


